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Financing in total

Financed items

Assets financed by leasing companies 

Comments: 
 PLN mln After 13% growth obtained last year on the leasing 

market, in 2014 we can observe a further dynamic 
development of the market. 

Due to this fact the value of assets financed this year 
exceeded the highest result ever observed in H1 2008, 
when the leasing market amounted to PLN 17.9 billion.

The annual growth of the leasing market slowed in Q2, 
which was due to individual factors (mainly the „cargo 
partition"), which clearly increased the dynamics of 
vehicle financing in the first quarter. 

Lack of these factors reduced the growth rate for the 
value of mobile assets financed by leasing companies in 
Q2 2014, which is proved by the monthly estimates of the 
market: 

35.3% y/y for April 
26.0% for May 
16.4% for June. 

The structure of the total financing market remains  
quite balanced (light vehicles, machinery, heavy 
transport), with significantly lower than in Western 
Europe involvement of real estate financing.
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Financing with leasing

Assets financed with leasing

Items financed with leasing

PLN mln

Comments :

After 12.4% result for 2013, the dynamics of assets 
financed with leasing amounted to 30.7% in 2014.

Leasing is stll the main tool of investment financing by 
leasing companies. 85.9% of all assets were financed with 
leasing in 2014, which is slightly less than in H12013, 
when this share amounted to 86.6%. 

For this reason, the dynamics of changes on the leasing 
market and  their nature are parallel to the changes 
observed on the whole market of asset financing. 

After a very good first quarter we see a slowdown in 
market growth in Q2 2014, with the following monthly 
dynamics for movables financing: 

32.9% y/y for April 
22.8% for May 
13.3% for June. 

Structure of leasing market is characterized by a greater 
share of light vehicles and comparable shares of heavy 
transport and machinery.
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Financing with loans

Assets financed with loans

Items financed with loans

Comments: 

PLN mln High growth rate of assets financed with loan is maintained: 
39.1% in 2014 after 16.9% growth recorded last year. 

Loan market did not slow down in the second quarter, mainly 
due to additional funds for agricultural investments from the 
2007-2013 EU perspective. 

Such situation resulted from the fact that the agricultural 
machines with 67.3% share in the machines financed with the 
loan (and 49.1% share in the movables) are the main fixed asset 
financed by loans. Due to that the loan finances 33.3% of the 
total machinery production in leasing companies. 

We can observe a gradually increasing share of loans in 
financing movable assets by leasing companies. 

In H1 2014 this share amounted to 14.4% (15.6% for Q2), 
14.8% in 2013, 14.1% in 2012, 10.4% in 2011 and even 8.3% in 
2010. 

Purchase of machinery is still the main type of investments 
financed with loan (72.7% share in H1 2014), but their share is 
gradually declining: from 75.4% in 2013 and even 85.1% in 
2012. 

It is a result of the growing popularity of loans in vehicles 
financing. Even in 2012, vehicles constituted 10.3% of total 
production in the loan, 21.9% in 2013 and 23.3% in 2014.
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Trends in groups – financing in total 

Comments 
Passenger, 

delivery 
vehicles and 

trucks up to 3.5 
tons

Heavy 
transport

Machines and 
other 

appliances 
including IT 

Others Real Estate

Light vehicles - the main drive in the development of 
the leasing market in 2014. Very high growth in the first 
quarter originates from „cargo partition" when thanks to 
full deduction of VAT on the purchase of cars with LCV 
homologation, Polish entrepreneurs bought 22.1 
thousand of such vehicles. 

A high growth rate for light vehicles was maintained in 
Q2, which resulted from the favorable provisions for the 
leasing of cars in the premium segment. 

Heavy transport financing in the first months of 2014 
was driven by trucks with Euro 5 standard from the so-
called derogatory list. The segment was also favored 
with the growing demand for transport services, which 
resulted from export-based recovery of the Euro zone 
from the recession and the growing Polish sales abroad.

We are already observing the inhibiton of growth  
within vehicles financing in Q2 (-1.8% y/y in June), 
which results from the growing base of 2013, when in H2 
we observed a massive purchases of new vehicles within 
Euro 5. 

Machinery - steady growth due to high use of 
production capacity  in companies, recovery of the 
construction industry and EU funds for agriculture.

Further contraction of the real estate segment.
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Investment financing – leasing vs investment credit 

The total value of actve portfolio at the end of June 2014 
amounting to PLN 71.4 billion (PLN 63.4 billion for movables and 
PLN 8.0 billion for real estate) is comparable with the value of 
the balance within investment loans granted by banks to 
companies (PLN 89.6 billion as of 30.06.2014). Leasing is still the 
main, next to the loan, external source of investment financing in 
the economy. 

The value of active portfolio in the past 12 months has 
increased by 15.0%, increasing within this period by PLN 9.3 
billion. 

Data provided by the Polish National Bank and concerning 
money supply indicates a progressive improvement of the 
dynamics within the lending activity of banks in the area of 
investments. Within the past 12 months the balance of 
investment loans in banks has increased by 9.2%.

Comments 

Value of active portfolio - movables
Change as to the previous period

Total value of active portfolio

Change as to the previous period

Investment loans granted to companies by banks [PLN mld]
Deposits/loans index for companies
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Results of
Evaluation of 

Economic Situation



Evaluation of leasing industry economic situation 

2Q / 1Q 3Q / 2Q

Comments: 

 The study concerns the assessment of the economic situation and is conducted among the people responsible for sale in 
leasing companies associated in the Polish Leasing Association.

 Collected in the quarterly cycle results will allow for the creation of general economic index of the leasing sector and will 
contribute to the improvement of the quality of the leasing market forecasts prepared by the Polish Leasing Association.

 The data refer to the evaluation of the passing period, and trends for the next quarter. The percent amounts determine 
what share of the surveyed companies have chosen a particular answer. 

 The surveyed companies expect further improvement of the quality of the leasing portfolio, a gradual increase of 
employment and the positve dynamics for the new producton in the third quarter.
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New production – predicted nature of changes within the groups

Comments: 

 The test determines how, by representatives of leasing companies, will change the value of financed assets in the third 
quarter comparing to the second quarter. 

 The predicted nature of the changes was specified by main groups of fixed assets financed by the leasing industry. 

 The surveyed companies expect in Q3 2014 higher producton in all major groups of fixed assets, with the best 
perspectves for the growth of machinery and IT equipment financing, and the weakest for the property.
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Macroeconomic 
Surrounding



Assumed scenario of economic development in Poland for 2013-204

The level of GDP is the main determinant of business investment growth.

Assumed cycle of recovery in Poland for 2013-2014:

Over the last year the economy has developed in accordance with the assumed scenario, which allowed for 
GDP growth of 1.6%, increase of the investment activity of companies and was a major factor of the leasing 

market development. 

1) growth of export

4) growth of business investment and improvement on the labor market in response to the present demand

The recovery on the leasing market

2) the growth of industrial production (first in export sector)

3) increase in production on the domestic market due to the revival of domestic demand (including consumption)



Recovery in domestic demand - the guarantee to avoid recession

Recovery in domestc demand has its basis in improving 
conditon of the labor market. 

First of all, it follows the increasing employment in enterprises.

Secondly, since the beginning of the year the drops of the 
unemployment rate are higher than resulting from the seasonal 
pattern. As a result, the unemployment rate in June was of 1.2pp 
lower than last year.

Comments: 

Number of the unemployed dynamics 
[%, y/y]

Rate of registered unemployment [%] by  Central 
Statistical Office
Unemployment rate by BAEL [%, adjusted seasonally]

Employment in enterprise sector [thous.persons; left axis]

Dynamics of employment [%, y/y; right axis]



Improvement on the labor market - the basis for the recovery of domestic 
demand

Growth of employment in companies and 
the growth of wages well above the level of 
inflation (in real terms by 3.6% in 2014), led to 
the real increase within the payroll fund: 3.6% 
in Q1 2014 and by 4.5% in Q2.

The increase of disposable income of 
households and improving consumer 
confidence result in a significant and longer 
lastng increase in consumer spending. It is 
proved by the results within the retail sale, 
which the real growth of the first quarter 
amounted to 5.5% y/y in the second quarter of 
5.1%.

Comments: 

Real payroll fund (enterprise sector) [%, y/y]

Real  salary growth[%, y/y]

Retail sale of goods (fixed prices) y/y – left axis

Current index of consumer trust – right axis



Comprehensive data for Q2 and Q3 will show a negative impact of the conflict 
in Ukraine

The direct impact of the conflict on our economy is 
important due to the significant increase of Russia and 
Ukraine share in the structure of our trade. 

So far, the loss of export to Eastern markets is 
compensated with surplus by sale to developed countries, 
mainly to the Euro zone. 

We expect a slowdown in export growth this year to 
5.6%. It will happen due to further contraction of sale to 
the East (accumulation in Q3) and the expected negative 
impact of conflict on economic growth in the Euro zone.

Comments: 

Export from Polski
EUR mln dynamics

Export in total 66 754      7,0%

Developed countries 56 047      9,5%
including EU 51 202      9,5%
including Euro zone 35 850      11,1%

Developing countries 5 765        2,3%
Eastern-Central Europe 4 942        -11,0%

including Russia 2 886        -9,4%

including Ukraine 1 202        -25,1%

01-05/2014

export dynamics [%, y/y, EUR]

import dynamics [%, y/y, EUR]

Trade turnover balance (EUR mln) – left axis12M current accpunt balance (% GDP) - right axis

12M trade turnover balance (% GDP) - right axis

Trade turnover balance (EUR mln) - left axis



Slight slowdown in Eurozone 

This year's recovery of the Euro area 
economy will be weaker than 
economists assumed at the beginning 
of the year. 

The weakening of actvity relates 
mainly to the industry, which is 
important for our export due to the 
large share of supply export in the total  
foreign sale of Poland. 

The observed slowdown within 
economic actvity in the Euro area 
should finish in Q3 2014.

We expect gradual recovery as of Q4 
2014. 2015 should be the first for 
several years with the positive economic 
growth in each country of the European 
Union.

Comments: 
Dynamics of industrial production in Eurozone [y/y]

PMI for Eurozone industry



Unfortunately, it also concerns German economy

 The largest economy of the Euro area is currently dealing 
with the slowdown of economic activity (impact of Ukraine 
and China) but throughout the whole 2014 it will maintain the 
growth of GDP well above the average in Euro area. 

The stabilization of the economic situation in China and the 
structure of the July PMI reading for the industrial sector in 
Germany (with a significant influx of new orders, including 
export) indicate that the German economy will begin to 
accelerate in Q3.

Comments: 

ZEW Institute index (Germany) – left axis

dynamics of German export [%, y/y] – right axis

PMI of German industrial sector

Ifo business index – left axis

dynamics of German industrial production [y/y]
- right axis



And this situation influence the results of our industry…

The current level of PMI for Polish industry is the 
lowest for 12 months and indicates the slower pace of 
the improvement of the situation in the industry.

The fourth month of decline in the PMI index (by 5.6 
points since February) dispels doubts that previous 
declines in the index were accidental. 

We experience a slowdown of industrial activity, but 
not as deep as suggested by the scale of PMI drop.  The 
optimism from the beginning of the year (especially in 
the area of exports) was exaggerated and now the 
expectations have been rationalised. 

The June drop of the entire PMI was mainly caused by 
even lower new export orders (48.2 pts. versus 49.6 in 
May). This reflects a slowdown in Germany and the 
negative impact of the Ukrainian-Russian conflict on our 
exports and industrial production. 

The influx of new domestc orders is maintained, 
which sustains the current positive dynamics of 
industrial production. The average increase for May-June 
at the level of 2.4% y/y, is well below the average from 
the first four months of 2014 when it was growing at a 
rate of 5.7%.

Comments: 

PMI for Polish industry

New orders in industry [%, y/y]

Industrial production, not adjusted seasonally [%, y/y]



… and slower pace of the improvement on the labour market 

Subindeks zatrudnienia w badaniu PMI

Recent data from the labor market, particularly on 
employment in firms show the slowdown in the 
improvement of the labor market. 

It is also proven by survey research of employers 
regarding trends in employment (Manpower, PMI). 

They show that positive employment growth will 
remain in the coming months but the pace of 
improvement in the labor market will not be as dynamic 
as at the beginning of the year. 

Therefore, we expect that changes in the labor market 
will already be more in line with the seasonal patern, 
with the result that the registered unemployment rate at 
the end of 2014 will amount to 12.2%.

Comments: 

Index of employment prognosis [according to Manpower, data adjusted seasonally]

Employment subindex in PMI research
no changes as with the previous month, seasonally modified Faster pace of growth

Faster pace of decrease



A temporary slowdown without significant negative impact on investment

We are observing a gradual increase in expenditures of 
large and medium-sized companies in the first quarter of 
this year additionaly increased by warm winter and a”cargo 
partition”. 

Research of Polish National Bank for Q2 2014 indicates the 
growing use of producton capacity of companies (81.6% 
versus 81.3% at the end of Q1 2014) and growing 
percentage of companies planning to start investment. The 
index of new investment in Q2 2014 amounted to 24.1%, 
growing by 1.3pp on a quarterly basis. 

Research of the Bank show also the improving sales 
prospects and growing interest of companies in the 
investment loans. 

With the improving financial condition of companies, we 
expect that the investment in the economy will grow this 
year by 6.6% in real terms. 

In the fourth quarter, an increase of investment in the 
economy will be supported with public expenditures, which 
will result from the mobilization of the funds from a new 
perspective. It is forecasted by the results of construction 
and assembly production (growth in H1 2014 by 9.8%), with 
very high dynamics for speciallist works, including, among 
others, preparation of land for construction.

Comments: 
Investment of companies up to 50 employees [PLN bln] – left axis
Real dynamics of investment y/y – right axis

Average level of production capacity use [%] – data  not adjusted 
seasonally – left axis
Gross expenditures for fixed assets (investment) [%,y/y] – right axis



Forecast of macroeconomic indicators

This year's annual economic growth at 3.4% for the first quarter, will decelerate to 3.1% and 2.9% 
respectively for the second and third quarters. 

In the last quarter thanks to public investments and a continuation of the positive changes in 
domestic demand, we expect GDP growth to accelerate to 3.3% y/y. 

In this way annual economic growth in 2014 will reach 3.2%. Direct and indirect efects of the 
conflict in Ukraine decreased potential GDP growth by 0.6 percentage points. 

Next year, the growth of the Polish economy should reach 4.0%.

Comments: 

Indicator 2013 2014

GDP 1,6% 3,2%

Capital expenditures (in real terms) -1,1% 6,6%

Industrial production 2,2% 5,2%

Nominal retail sale 2,3% 6,3%
  The registered unemployment rate (at the  
  end of the year) 13,4% 12,2%

  Export (EUR) 5,0% 5,6%

  Reference rate of Polish National Bank 2,50% 2,50%

Capital expenditures (nominal) -2,6% 6,1%



Prognosis for Leasing 
Industry



Total assets financed by 
leasing companies

Main assumptions:

High use of producton capacity in companies and generally 
improving economy with a positve rato for investment among 
companies, mainly in the field machinery.

Significant impact of „cargo partton” on the results of the entre 
industry. Purchase of 22.1 thousand of cars with LCV homologation by 
Polish entrepreneurs results in a lower and flatter growth in H2 2014 as 
well as negative growth of financing light vehicles in the first quarter of 
2015.

Good results for cars leasing in the premium segment owing to the 
tax changes.

Bulk purchase of new vehicles with Euro 5 standard (mainly H2 2013, 
but also a derogatory list from Q1 2014) will contribute to the dynamics 
slowdown in Q3 and to the negative dynamics of heavy transport 
financing in Q4.

Recovery of the construction industry, additionally supported with 
funds from the new EU perspective since Q4 2014. 

End of resources from the perspective of 2007-2013 will reduce 
financing of agricultural machinery in H2 2014. New EU funds in Q2 
2015.

The ongoing, but gradual increase in loans in the total production of 
leasing companies.

Forecasting of results – financing in total

2013 2014 (P)
change 
2014/2013

Vehicles 20 721 25 106 21,2%

Delivery Passenger Cars 11 222 14 677 30,8%

Trucks 8 346 9 125 9,3%

Other vehicles 1 154 1 304 13,0%

Machines 11 510 13 293 15,5%

IT 537 629 17,2%

Planes, ships, railway 568 594 4,6%

Other movables 314 354 12,9%

Movables – total number 33 650 39 976 18,8%

Real Estate 1 630 1 078 -33,9%

Leasing altogether 35 281 41 054 16,4%



Assets financed with 
leasing

Assets financed with 
loans

Forecasting of results – leasing vs loans

2013 2014 (P)
change 

2014/2013

Vehicles 19 576 23 731 21,2%

Delivery Passenger Cars 10 886 14 108 29,6%

Trucks 7 592 8 372 10,3%

Other vehicles 1 098 1 252 14,0%

Machines 7 575 9 159 20,9%

IT 514 604 17,5%

Planes, ships, railway 552 514 -6,9%

Other movables 304 301 -1,0%

Movables altogether 28 520 34 308 20,3%

Real Estate 1 546 1 035 -33,1%

Leasing altogether 30 067 35 343 17,5%

2013 2014 (P)
change 

2014/2013

Vehicles 1 145 1 374 20,0%

Passenger Delivery Cars 336 569 69,5%

Trucks 754 753 -0,1%

Other vehicles 56 52 -6,2%

Machines 3 936 4 134 5,0%

IT 23 26 10,8%

Planes, ships, railway 16 81 399,0%

Other movables 10 53 450,9%

Movables altogether 5 130 5 668 10,5%

Real Estate 84 43 -48,6%

Loans altogether 5 214 5 711 9,5%
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Appendix



Total number of assets financed by leasing companies

I-III 2013 I-III 2014
I-III 14 /

I-III 13
IV-VI 2013 IV-VI 2014

IV-VI 14 / 

IV-VI 13
I-VI 2013 I-VI 2014

I-VI 14 /

I-VI 13

Vehicles 4 140 6 797 64,2% 4 945 6 536 32,2% 9 084 13 333 46,8%

Light vehicles 2 432 4 353 79,0% 2 771 3 742 35,1% 5 203 8 095 55,6%

Trucks 1 499 2 122 41,6% 1 890 2 358 24,7% 3 389 4 480 32,2%

Other vehicles 209 322 54,0% 284 436 53,9% 492 758 53,9%

Machines 2 336 2 913 24,7% 2 915 3 583 22,9% 5 250 6 496 23,7%

IT 128 123 -3,9% 133 140 5,1% 261 263 0,7%

Planes, ships, railway 113 116 3,5% 253 245 -3,1% 366 362 -1,1%

Other movables 47 69 48,4% 75 85 12,6% 122 154 26,3%

Movables altogether 6 762 10 018 48,1% 8 321 10 589 27,3% 15 083 20 608 36,6%

Real Estate 299 242 -19,2% 589 200 -66,0% 889 442 -50,2%

Financing altogether (leasing&loans) 7 062 10 260 45,3% 8 910 10 790 21,1% 15 972 21 050 31,8%



Assets financed with leasing

I-III 2013 I-III 2014
I-III 14 /
I-III 13

IV-VI 2013 IV-VI 2014
IV-VI 14 / 
IV-VI 13

I-VI 2013 I-VI 2014
I-VI 14 /
I-VI 13

Vehicles 4 014 6 449 60,7% 4 668 6 190 32,6% 8 682 12 639 45,6%

Light vehicles 2 390 4 190 75,3% 2 693 3 589 33,3% 5 083 7 780 53,1%

Trucks 1 419 1 945 37,0% 1 729 2 189 26,6% 3 148 4 134 31,3%

Other vehicles 205 314 53,2% 246 411 67,0% 451 725 60,7%

Machines 1 572 1 983 26,2% 2 011 2 352 16,9% 3 583 4 335 21,0%

IT 112 110 -2,1% 130 138 6,4% 242 248 2,5%

Planes, ships, railway 113 112 -0,4% 248 181 -27,0% 360 293 -18,7%

Other movables 46 57 23,7% 73 73 0,6% 119 131 9,6%

Movables altogether 5 857 8 711 48,7% 7 130 8 935 25,3% 12 986 17 646 35,9%

Real Estate 293 241 -17,9% 555 190 -65,7% 848 431 -49,2%

Leasing altogether 6 150 8 952 45,6% 7 685 9 125 18,7% 13 835 18 077 30,7%



Assets financed with loans

I-III 2013 I-III 2014
I-III 14 /

I-III 13
IV-VI 2013 IV-VI 2014

IV-VI 14 / 

IV-VI 13
I-VI 2013 I-VI 2014

I-VI 14 /

I-VI 13

Vehicles 126 348 176,8% 277 346 25,2% 402 694 72,5%

Light vehicles 42 163 283,9% 78 153 96,1% 120 315 162,3%

Trucks 79 177 123,5% 162 169 4,3% 241 346 43,6%

Other vehicles 4 8 96,9% 37 25 -32,9% 41 33 -20,5%

Machines 764 930 21,7% 903 1 230 36,2% 1 668 2 161 29,6%

IT 16 13 -16,6% 3 2 -47,4% 19 15 -21,9%

Planes, ships, railway 0 4 6 65 1027,5% 6 69 1103,2%

Other movables 0 12 9840,7% 2 11 381,4% 2 23 826,5%

Movables altogether 906 1 307 44,3% 1 191 1 654 38,9% 2 097 2 962 41,2%

Real Estate 6 1 -78,7% 34 10 -70,5% 40 11 -71,8%

Loans altogether 912 1 309 43,5% 1 225 1 665 35,8% 2 138 2 973 39,1%

Building Equipment 
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67%
Printing 

Machines 3%
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and Metalwork 5%
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10%

Other Machines&Devices 6%

Machines financed with loans



Leasing Industry Results in H1 2014 – Real Estate
 

Comments:
Value of the leased property in H1 2014 amounted to PLN 0.44 billion, which means 50.2% decline in annual terms. 

Negative dynamics of the market is primarily due to a significant decrease in the number of contracts (68 in 2014 versus 126 reported 
in H1 2013). The average value of the contract has not changed significantly in that period: PLN 6.0 million this year to PLN 6.3 million in 
the corresponding period of 2013. 

This year's average transaction value is significantly lower comparing to previous years, when it amounted to PLN 14.8 million in 2004-
2009.

Real estate financing is still a "niche" area of leasing companies activity -  eight companies associated in Polish Leasing Association 
cocluded contracts, the same as in the first half of 2013. 

The structure of the real estate market is dominated by industrial buildings and commercial and service facilities. In 2013 the structure 
of the market was more balanced.

Office facilities
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recreational 
centres
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Others
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Industrial 
buildings
     42%

Commercial and 
service facilities
        39%

Structure of the real estate leasing   
market



Currency structure of new production – 
movables

Currency structure of new production – 
real estate

Currency Structure of New Production on Leasing Market

Comments:

In 2014, similarly to previous years, financing in PLN prevailed within the structure of the new production for movables leasing. 

After a gradual increase in the share of leasing in foreign currency: from 16.0% in 2010 to 26.3% in 2012, in 2013 the share fell to 
23.6%. In the current year, the share of mobile assets financed in foreign currency amounted to 21.8%. 

In the case of loans this year's share of the movables financing in foreign currency amounted to 14.7% at 15.9% in 2013 and 11.0% in 
2012. 

This year share of foreign currency in the financing of real estate leasing amounted to 44.9%, slightly below the long term average 
equal to 52.1%. This was significantly below last year share at the level of 65.7%.
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List of Polish Leasing Association Members

Millennium Leasing Sp. z o. o.

mLeasing Sp. z o. o.  

NOMA 2 Sp. z o. o.

ORIX Polska S.A.

Pekao Leasing Sp. z o. o.

PKO Leasing S.A. 

PKO Leasing Pro S.A.

Polski Związek Wynajmu i Leasingu Pojazdów

Raifeisen-Leasing Polska S.A.

Scania Finance Polska Sp. z o. o. 

SG Equipment Leasing Polska Sp. z o.o.

SGB Leasing  Sp. z o. o.

Siemens Finance Sp. z o. o.

VB Leasing Polska  S.A.

VFS Usługi Finansowe Polska Sp. z o.o.

Volkswagen Leasing Polska Sp. z o.o.

 

Akf leasing Polska S.A. 

BGŻ Leasing Sp. z o. o. 

BNP Paribas Lease Group Sp. z o. o.

BZ WBK Leasing S.A.

Caterpillar Financial Services Poland Sp. z o. o.

De Lage Landen Leasing Polska S.A.

Deutsche Leasing Polska S.A.

DnB Leasing Sp. z o. o.

Europejski Fundusz Leasingowy S.A.  

Getin Leasing S.A.

Grupa Masterlease

Handlowy-Leasing Sp. z  o.  o.

Idea Leasing S.A.

IKB Leasing Polska Sp. z o. o.

Impuls-Leasing Polska Sp. z o. o. 

ING Lease (Polska) Sp. z o. o.

Mercedes-Benz Leasing Polska Sp. z o.o.



Results in H1 2014

Polish Vehicle Rental 
and Leasing 

Association (PZWLP) 



• Instability od legal provisions - two changes in tax legislation within VAT on company cars
• Visible recovery in the industry – constant tendency of increasing annual pace of growth lasting 

from the lasy year
• The significance of the long-term lease industry for the condition of the entire automotive 

market in Poland - PZWLP companies already generate almost 30% of total new car sales to 
companies in the country 

• Full Service Leasing invariably the most popular service in the CFM industry (approx. 76.5% 
share in the PVRLA fleet) 

• Ecological fleet - products of CFM companies dedicated to managing fleets composed of 
ecological cars are appearing on the market 

• The increased interest in small and medium-sized companies in long-term fleet rental

H1 2014 in CFM – 
the most important phenomena and events



PZWLP results in H1 2014
• PZWLP in 2014 – 16 member companies

– Results provided by all companies

• PZWLP after H1 2014 – in total almost 120.000 passenger and delivery cars (119.817 vehicles) in 

leasing and management, including:

– FSL 91.576 (FSL – full service leasing)

– LS 16.236 (LS – leasing and service) 

– FM 12.005 (FM – fleet management)

• Vehicles in FSL constitute 76.4% 

• The most popular vehicles in PZWLP fleets in H1 2014:

– Ford Focus

– Skoda Octavia

– Skoda Fabia

– Toyota Yaris



PZWLP results in H1 2014

• Total increase of 12.8% in relation 
to Q2 2013

• Long-term rental industry of cars is 
accelerating -  annual growth 
dynamics increases the fourth 
consecutive quarter

Dynamics of annual growth
Q3 2013 – Q2 2014

Q3 2013 Q4 2013 Q1 2014 Q2 2014



PZWLP results in H1 2014

•Growth in the H1 2014 
(accumulated dynamics of Q1 and 
Q2.) higher than in the 
corresponding period of 2013

Accumulated growth H1 2014 vs H1 2013

H1 2013 H1 2014



PZWLP results in H1 2014

• Increase of (FSL) nearly two times 
higher

• Slightly lower increase of LS

• A significant increase of interest in 
FM service

Dynamics of growth within FSL, LS and FM 
Q2 2014 vs Q2 2013

Q2 2013

Q2 2014



• The diesel engine is still the dominant engine in 
fleets 

 –  The percentage of cars with diesel engines, however, 
decreased of 3% comparing to the end of 2013

• Slow introduction of cars with ecological engines 
(hybrid & electrical) to fleets (CFM)

– Ecological car, however, still constitute a fraction of 
the whole volume percentage

– CFM companies ofer more ecological services

– Further development of ecology in fleets – need 
for legal and fiscal stimulation

Type of engine - fleet of PZWLP companies after 
Q2 2014

PZWLP results in H1 2014



• Growing influence of the CFM industry centered in 
PZWLP on the automotive market in Poland

• PZWLP companies generated in Q2 2014 a total of 
nearly 30% (29.1%) of the total new car sales to 
companies (almost 14 thousand cars) 

• In Q1 2014 the share of PZWLP companies in new 
car sales to companies in Poland reached 22.5% 

• Companies increasingly choose long term rental as 
a form of the most financially and operationally 
efficient use of the fleet

The share of PZWLP companies in new car sales to 
companies in Poland in Q2 2014

PZWLP results in H1 2014

The share of PZWLP companies in new car sales to 
companies in Poland in Q1 2014

Source: PZWLP/SAMAR based on CEP



Leaders of Fleet Industry
(members of Polish Leasing Association and PZWLP) 

Leaders of long-term rental in total:

1.LeasePlan Fleet Management Polska

2.Masterlease

3.Arval Polska

4.Alphabet Polska Fleet Management

5.Carefleet 

23.009 (including FM 3.212)

21.361 (including FM 880)

16.021 (including FM 687)

11.756 (including FM 555)

10.099 (including FM 1.045)

+ 15,6% r/r

+ 2,6% r/r

+ 2,4% r/r

+ 0,5% r/r

+ 13% r/r 



FSL Leaders:

1.LeasePlan Fleet Management Polska

2.Arval Polska

3.Masterlease

4.Alphabet Polska Fleet Management

5.Carefleet 

19.758 

15.334 

14.100 

10.869 

  9.054

+ 19,3% r/r

+ 2% r/r

+ 0,4% r/r

- 0,6% r/r

+ 8,7% r/r 

Leaders of Fleet Industry
(members of Polish Leasing Association and PZWLP) 



Members of Polish Leasing Association and PZWLP – 
total numerical representation by product
Based on the results of 17 companies (PZWLP and Masterlease)

•Polish Leasing Association and PZWLP – in total after Q2 2014: 141.178 vehicles
•Growth of 11.1% in relation to Q2 2013 (YOY)



H2 2014 - Forecasts and most important issues for CFM

• The market will be still adapting to the new rules of VAT 

• Further development of ecological services for fleets 

• The trend of growing dynamics in the industry - optimistic growth forecasts in the 
second half of the year 

• Building awareness of CFM services in the so-called public sector in Poland

• Development of dedicated services within long-term rental for the SME sector



Thank you for your attention

ul. Rejtana 17 lok 21,  

02-516 Warszawa

tel.: (22) 542 41 37

fax: (22) 542 41 37

www.pzwlp.pl
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